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The nth dimension subgroup of a finite metabelian p-group coincides with its nth lower 
central subgroup for all n 5 2p - 1. 
1. Introduction 
Let D,(G) = G II (1 + A”(G)) be the nth dimension subgroup of a group G 
where A(G) = ZG(G - 1) is the augmentation ideal of the integral group ring 
ZG. Then D,(G) 2 y,(G), the nth lower central subgroup of G. The so-called 
dimension subgroup problem refers to the identification of the quotients D,(G) / 
y,(G), II Z- 1; and the validity of the equality D,(G) = y,(G) has been known as 
the dimension subgroup conjecture. While D,(G) = y,(G) for ~15 3, Rips [lo] 
constructed a finite 2-group G with D,(G) # -y,(G), thus providing the first 
counter-example to the dimension subgroup conjecture. Towards the dimension 
subgroup problem a remarkable result due to Sjogren [ll] states that, for 12 2 3, 
D,(G) l-y,(G) has exponent dividing a certain number c,_~ whose prime factors 
divide (n - 2)!. In particular, if G is a p-group, then D,(G) = y,(G) for y1 I p + 1 
(for II sp, this was earlier proved by Moran [9]). In view of Rips’ counter- 
example, the dimension subgroup problem remains equally significant for the 
class of metabelian groups. In this direction the most encouraging result is due to 
Gupta-Hales-Passi [5] who proved that if G is a finitely generated metabelian 
group, then there exists a natural number no = n,(GIG’) such that, for all IZ 2 n,,, 
D,(G) = y,(G). A slight extension of Sjogren’s p-group result has been offered in 
[6] where it is proved that if G is a metabelian p-group, p odd, then D,(G) = 
y,(G) for n 5 p + 2. The proof uses some ideas from Gupta [3] where Sjogren’s 
general theorem is proved for finitely generated metabelian groups using a direct 
approach and yielding a better bound for the exponents of D,,(G) /y,,(G). An 
accessible account of Sjogren’s work is contained in [7] and recently Cliff-Hartley 
[l] have offered a further simplified exposition. By a careful blend of techniques 
from [l, 3,7], in this paper we are able to prove that if G is a finite metabelian 
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p-group, then D,(G) = y,(G) f or IZ I 2p - 1 (Theorem 2.4). For p = 2 this is best 
possible by Rips’ example. For p > 2 is remains to be seen whether or not 
D,,(G) = -yzP( G) for metabelian p-groups. 
2. An outline for the proof of the main theorem 
Let G be a finite non-cyclic metabelian group given by a pre-abelian free 
presentation 
l-+RF”+F+G+l 
with F = (x1,. . . , xu), q Z- 2, F/R finite and R is the normal closure 
satisfying eq(*..le,le,,ei>O, tie F’. 
Since FIR is finite, x: E R for some Ci > 0 and so replacing XL’ by x:-l we may 
alternately express R as 
R = (x;“I~, . . . , x~~~,TJ~+~, . . . ,77,, X7,. ’ ’ 3x2)” 
where each qi is a positive word in xi, . . . , xq. In other words, 
with 
R = (11,. . . , I,+~)~ (2) 
r, = Xi(l) . . . Xi(l,)Y xi(,) E{x,, . . . ,x,1. 
For our proof we shall need to use each of the formats (1) and (2) of R. 
Let f = ZF(F - 1) be the augmentation ideal of the free group ring ZF. Define 
r(l) = r = ZF(R - 1) and, for k 2 2, r(k) = r(k - 1)f + fr(k - 1) = Ci+j=k_l f’rf’. 
Also, define R(1) = R and, for k ~2, R(k) = [R(k - l), F] (we use standard 
commutator notation). Let a= ZF(F’- l), F’ = y*(F). Thus, for instance, 
R(k) 5 F n (1 + r(k)), F”s F fl(1 + a’) and -y,(F) 5 F fl(1 + f’). For each 15 
k < 1, define 
D(k, I) = F n (1 + r(k) + a2 + f’) . (3) 
Then D(k, I) 2 R(k)F”y,(F) and in the language of free group rings, the inequali- 
ty D( 1,1) 5 R( l)F”y,(F), if it holds, would yield the inequality D,(G) I y,(G) for 
G = F/RF”. To see this we simply observe that wRF”E D,(FIRF”) implies, in 
turn, w - 1 E ZF(RF” - 1) + f’; w - 1 E r + a2 + f’; w E D(1,Z); w E RF”?,(F) 
(by assumption); wRF”E y[(FIRF”). 
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We now recall certain results from [2-41 required for the proof of our main 
theorem. 
Lemma 2.1 (Gupta [2]). F tl(1 + fa + f”) = F”y,(F) for all ~1. 0 
Lemma 2.2 (Gupta [3]). F or all n 2 1, e 2 1, c*(n)(x’ - 1) = c*(n)e(x - 1) mod- 
ulo the ideal (x - 1)(x’ - l)Z(x) + (x - l)“+‘Z(x), where c*(n) = b(1). . . b(n), 
b(k) = l.c.m.{l, . . . , k}. I7 
Lemma 2.3 (Gupta [4]). Let H = H, 2 Hz 2 * . . and K = K, 2 K, 2. . . be series 
of normal subgroups of a group F and let {D,,,: 1% k < I} be a family of normal 
subgroups of F such that 
(4 D,,,+, = HkKk+,; 
(b) H,J, 5 D/c,,; 
(c) Dk,[+l 5 D,,, for all k < I; 
(d) for each 2 I k + m 5 n + 1, k, m, n 2 1, there exists u(k) (depending only 
on k and n) satisfying (Kk+m II Dk,k+m+,)a(k) 5 HkDk+l,k+m+l. 
Then (Dl.n+2)U(1,n+‘) 5 HIK,,+?, where ~(1, n + 1) = ~(1)‘~’ . . . u(n)(:). 0 
In Section 3 we shall prove the following two theorems using techniques from 
PI: 
Theorem I. D(k, k + 1) = R(k)F”y,+,(F), k 2 1 
Theorem II. D(k, k + Z)r^(r) I D(k + 1, k + l)R(k)F”, k 2 3, where, writing b(i) = 
l.c.m.{l,, . . , i} and c*(j) = b(1). . . b(j), we have t(l) = c*(l). . . c*(l). 
In Section 4 we shall prove the following theorem using techniques from [l, 71: 
Theorem III. (Y~+~ (F) fl D(k, k + m + 1))“‘“’ 5 D(k + 1, k + m + l)R(k)F”, k, 
m 2 1, b(k) = l.c.m.{l, . . . , k}. 
Using Theorems I, II and III we can now complete the proof of our main 
theorem, 
Theorem 2.4. Let G = FIRF” be a finite p-group. Then D(l, n + 2) = RF”Y,,+~(F) 
for nS2p-3. 
Proof. Let n%2p -3. Set Hk = R(k)F”, kr 1; KI = -y,(F), 1~ 1 and D,,, = 
D(k, l), 15 k < 1. Then {D,,,: 1 I k < Z} is a family of normal subgroups of F 
satisfying 
(a) Dk,k+i = H&+, (Theorem I); 
(b) HkK, 5 D,,, and 
(c) D,,,+, 5 D,,,, 1% k < I (by (3)). 
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In addition, by Theorems II and III we have the property 
(d) (K+m n &,k+m+,)a(k) 5 D k+l,k+m+,Hk, where a(l) = 1, a(2) = 2 and, for 
kr3, a(k) = g.c.d.{b(k), E((m + 1)) which divides g.c.d.{b(k), t(n - k + 2)}, 
since m 5 II - k + 1. Since n 5 2p - 3, it follows that a(k) divides k! for k 5 p - 1 
and for k=p,..., n + 1, u(k) divides a number whose prime factors divide 
(n - k + 2)! In each case (u(k), p) = 1. By Lemma 2.3, it follows that 
where ~(1, n + 1) = a(l)(?) . . . LZ(~)(~’ . 1s coprime to p. This proves D( 1, n + 2) = 
RF”~~+,(F) as desired. 0 
3. Proofs of Theorem I and II 
Let w E D(k, k + I), k 2 2, 1~ 1. Then w - 1 E r(k) + a2 + fk+’ and, in turn, 
w - 1 E r(k) + fa + fk+’ . (4) 
In particular, w - 1 E fa + f” and it follows by Lemma 2.1 that w E F”yk(F). Since 
F” - 1 I fa, we may assume that w E yk(F) in (4). Let uk E r(k). Then modulo 
r(k + l), uk is a Z-linear sum of elements of the form 
(y, - 1). 1. (y,_l - l)(r- l)(y,- 1). . . (.Y,_, - 11, tzl? 
where Yi E ix,, . . . , x,1, rE {x?tl, . . . , ~~t~,t~+~, . . . 5,>, by (1). Let F(k) = 
hF(R(k) - 1). Th en we proceed to prove that if w - 1 = uk mod(r(k + 1) + fa + 
fk+‘), then c*(Z)u, = 0 mod@(k) + r(k + 1) + fa + fkt’). Since w - 1 is a Lie 
element it suffices to prove that c*(l)u, is congruent to a Z-linear sum of elements 
of the form (xi(,) - 1) . . . (xlckj - 1) with i( 1) YS . * * 5 i(k). To achieve this we 
shall need to employ the following elementary congruences: 
(y, - l)(y, - 1). . . (yk - 1) = (Y, - lNY2, - 1). . . (Yko - 1) (5) 
mod fa, where CT is any permutation of (2, . . . , k}; 
(r - l>(Y* - l>(Y, - 1). . . (Y, - 1) 
FE (Y, - l)(r - l)(Y, - 1). f . (Yk - 1) + ([r, Y2,. . . > Ykl - 1) 
mod(r(k + 1) + fa) which yields 
(r - l)(Yz - l)(Y, - 1) . . . (Yk - 1) 
= (Y, - l)(r - 1)CY.l - 1). . . (Yk - 1) (6) 
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(Y, - l)(Y, - l)(r - l)(Y, - 1) . . . (Yk - 1) 
= (Y? - l)(Y, - l)(r - l)(Y, - 1). . . (Y, - 1) 
+ ([Yl? Y2, y> Y4, . . 3 Y!J- 1) 
mod(r(k + 1) + fa) which yields 
(7) 
(8) 
(Y, - l)(Y* - l)(r - l)(Y4 - 1). . (Y, - 1) 
= (Yz - l)(Y, - l)(r - l>(Y, - 1). . . (Y, - 1) 
(9) 
mod(x(k)+r(k+l)+fn), k23. 
Using (5)-(9) it follows that if uk E r(k), then, modulo g(k) + r(k + 1) + fa, uk 
is a Z-linear sum of elements of the form 
2* = (X,(,) - 1) . . . (x&y - 1) . . . (XiCk) - 1) ) 
tr2, i(l)s...si(k), 
and 
*2 = (Xi(,) - w;;:;’ - Wi(2) - 1) . . (S) . . . (Xi(k) - 1) ) 
For k 2 3, modulo g(k) + r(k + 1) + fn + fk+‘, we have 
‘*(‘)‘2 Ec*(‘)ei(l)(xi(,) - 1)(xi(l) - 1)(xi(2) - l) . . . 
which by (9), (7) and (5) re d uces to the form c*(Z)z,. Thus c*(Z)u, is a Z-linear 
sum of elements of the form c*(Z)z, which by Lemma 2.2 is congruent, modulo 
g(k) + r(k + 1) + fa + fk+‘, to a Z-linear sum of elements of the form 
(x,(r) - 1) . . . (xickj - 1) with i(1) (-. . . 5 i(k), as required. 
. . (Xi(,) - 1). . . (xickj - 1) (by Lemma 2.2) 
c*(l)(ej(,)/e,(,))(xi(,) - l)(xiCl) - l)(xf;:;’ - 1) . . . 
. . . (a) . . . (x,(k) - 1) if j # 2 (by Lemma 2.2) 
c*(f)(ej(l)‘e;~,))(xi(,) - l)(xi(l) - 1)(x;[:;’ - ‘) . . (xi(k) - l) 
if j = 2 (by Lemma 2.2) 
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Since f&(k) 5 r(k + l), it follows that 
W c*(r) - 1 = h, - 1 mod (r(k + 1) + fa + f”“) (IO) 
for some h, E R(k). Let w, = w c*(‘)h~l. Then w, - 1 E r(k + 1) + fn + fk+‘+‘-’ 
and as before by (10) there exists h,,, E R(k + 1) such that w2 = w~*(l-l)h~:l 
with w2 - 1 E r(k + 2) + fa + fki-*+lm2. Repeated application of this procedure 
yields w, - 1 E fa + fk+’ where w[ = wFl’:‘h,:,_, = w’(‘)h~‘(‘-‘) . . . hk:$l)2hiJlpl, 
hi E R(i). By Lemma 2.1, wI E F”y,+,(F) and it follows that w’(‘) E 
R(k)F”y,+,(F) 5 D(k + 1, k + f)R(k)F”. This proves Theorem II and hence also 
Theorem I for k Z- 3 since c^( 1) = 1. Theorem I for k = 2 follows from (6), (7) and 
for k = 7 it is trivial. 
4. Proof of Theorem III 
Let w E Y~+JF) with w - 1 E r(k) + a* + jk+m+l. We wish to prove that 
b(k)(w - 1) = (fk - 1) modulo r(k + 1) + a* + fk+m+l for some fk E R(k). Unlike 
the proof of Theorem II where the ideal a2 (and hence fa) played a key role, the 
proof of Theorem III does not depend on a2. We remark that Theorem III 
without a* is the highlight of Sjogren’s work and we are required to carry out the 
same argument while preserving the presence of a*. 
Let n 2 2 be a fixed integer and let 
A*=A;@A;@...@A; (11) 
be the freest associative Z-algebra generated by the set C = {a,, u2, . . . ; b,, 
6 
F2dr 
. . . } subject to the condition that c1 . . . c,+, = 0 for all ci E C. 
each 15 I % n, 14 m % n, let $[(a, . . . a,) denote the component of 
((-l)~/Z)((u, + 1) . . . (a, + 1) - 1)’ consisting of all monomials with positive de- 
gree in each of a,, . . . , a,. This yields, by linearity, a map 
tj+:A*+A*@,Q (12) 
defined by 
*,cc, . .. cm) = cCr,(u, . . . u,)lu, = Cl,. . . ) a, = c, , 
the value of rCrr(u, . . . a,) at ui = ci. For each 15 k 5 n, we define & : A* + 
(1 lb(k))A* by 
4% = i $4 
I=1 
(13) 
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and let &(a,. . a,,) denote the component of $,(a, . . . a,) of degree m (i.e. 
&(a, . . . a,) E (l/b(k))A,T,). W e refer to [l, 71 for the proof of the following 
properties of 4,: 
Lemma 4.1 (Sjogren [ll]). (i) Let 6 : A*--+ A* be un algebra homomorphism 
given bya,+a,,i=1,2 ,..., b,-+((aj,+l)...(aj, +1)-l). LetzEAEbea 
monomial of the form z = a,(,) . . a,C,_,jbiC,jaiC,+l~ . . . aicmj, lstsm. Then 
q@(z) = &,/I,(Z) for all 1 and hence &S(z) = 6+,(z). 
(ii) Zf u E A:, th en b(k)&(u) is a Lie element of A E. 
(iii) Zf CY, E A * 
m 
is a Lie element, then &((Y, ) = (Y, for all k 2 2. In particular, 
d%(%) = a,. 
Put c, 0 c, = (ci + l)(cj + 1) - 1. Then ciocj - cjoc, = cicj - c,c, = (c,, c,) and it 
can be directly verified that 
U,(C,“C,). . . ‘r(‘i o cj)ur+I - 'l('j Oc,> . . . u,(c, ’ c,)u,+l 
= g, u,(c;-,>. . uk-l(ci~cj)uk(c,, c,)uk+l(c,~ci). . . u, (14) 
x (Ci°C;)U,+l 
for all u,EA* and t?l. 
Let 91 denote the ideal of A* generated by all Lie elements (a,, a,). Then we 
prove the following lemma which can also be deduced from a more general result 
of Hartley [8]: 
Lemma 4.2. Zf z E Y12, then &(z) E %* gz Q for all k. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove that &(z) E P12@z Q for z= 
zl(c,, c2)z2(c3, cq)z3 where the zi’s are monomials in C and c,, . . . , cd are 
distinct elements of {a,, u2, . . . } disjoint from the supports of z’s. Let b,, b, be 
distinct and disjoint from the supports of the zi’s and from cr, . . . ,c4, and put 
z’ = z,buz2b,z, E A*. Then 
2 = (4 - h*)(P* - P&’ (15) 
where 
A,:b,*cIOc:!, ci+c;,ci#b,; 
A, : ba + c2 0 cl, c;-+ ci, c, # b,; 
wbp-jOcq, ci+ci,ci#bp; 
wbp+cqocj, ci * c,, ci # b,. 
By Lemma 4.1(i) we have from (15) 
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&k(z) = &A( A, - MPI - P&Z’)) 
= (4 - A,)(P, - P,)dQ(Z’>. 
Since &(z’) is a sum of monomials u E A* Bz Q with positive degree in each of 
b, and b,, it follows from (14) that (p, - p*)&(z’) is a sum of elements 
U’ E ‘21 @JE Q with positive degree in be. Again by (14) we have (A, - A,)u’ E 
‘i?12 fBr Q and the result follows. 0 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem III as follows. Let F = 
(Xl,. . . , xy) and let G = FIRF”, where R is given by (2). Let F” = 
(x,, . . . , xq, y,, . . . , Y~+~) be free on s +2q generators. Let A* = 
A;$ATC!3..-@A,*, n=k+m, be the Z-algebra on C= 
{%...,a,, bl,..,bS+4} andA=A,@A,@...@A,bethesubalgebraofA* 
generated by {a,, . , aq}. Let f* and f be th e augmentation ideals of ZF* and 
ZF respectively. Then we have the isomorphisms 8 : ZFlf”” + A* and 8* : ZF* / 
f *“+l+A* givenbyxj+f”‘i+ai+l andxi+f*““~ai+l,y,+f*“+‘~b,+ 
1 respectively. This yields the following commutative diagram: 
I I tJ* B 
A* & A 
(16) 
where p:x;-fx,, yi+ri; 6:a,-+a,, bi+ 13(r,). We also observe that for ri = 
xi(l) ’ ’ ‘i(/,), O(r,) = (a,(,) + 1) . . . (a,(, ) + 1) - 1. 
With k+m=n?2, let w-lEr(k)‘+a’+f”+‘. Then w-l=~+zmodf”“, 
with z E a2 and u E r(k) may be expressed as u = uk + . *. + u, where uj is a 
Z-linear sum of elements of the form 
(X;(I) - l> . . CXi(r) - l)(r, - l)(Xi(r+l) - l) ’ . Cxi(,-l) - l). (17) 
By (16) this yields 
e(w - 1) = 8(U,) + . . . + qu,> + e(z) 
= 6(u,) + . . . + 6(u,) + 6(zY) ) 
where O(w - 1) is a Lie element of A, (since w E r,(F)), uj E AT is a Z-linear 
sum of monomials of the form 
by (17) and z* E%* n A. 
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By Lemma 4.l(iii), &O( w - 1) = /3(w - 1) and hence 
O(w - 1) = &S(Uk) + . . . + c#Q(U,) + $@(z”) 
= &$,(u,) + . . . + St#+(u,) + a&(~*) by Lemma 
(since z* E ‘X2 fl A) 
1 1 
= Wu,) + b(k) - 6(u; + z**) (by Lemma 4.2), 
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4.1(i) 
where u; E At+l @. . * @ A ,* is a sum of monomials with at least one b-entry and 
z** E a2 n A. By Lemma 4.l(ii), &(u,) = (1 lb(k))f*, where f* is an sum of Lie 
elements of A: with at least one b-entry. Thus 
qww - 1) = O( f - 1) + e(U;) + O(Y) ) 
where f E R(k), u; E c(k + l), z’ En*. This yields 
wb(k) - 1 SE (f- 1) mod (r(k + 1) + a* + fk+“‘+‘) 
as was to be proved. 
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